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Joseph E. Meredith:
tribute in prose and poetry
have been lucky ivith our young poets at La Salle, and much
shaped itself through the patient prodding of Claude Koch. It
is with pleasure and pride that we pay tribute here to one of our
outstanding voices.
As student, colleague, and friend, Joe Meredith has had a special
place in my life. He has been writing and publishing with us for some
time now, and we have included in our portfolio three poems - ''For
Andrew at Three Months, " ''My Father's Chair, " and "The Beach" (the
second in revised form, the third in original and revised versions)
that have appeared here before. (Another admirable poem of local
appeared in Texas
interest
"The Conductor on the Media Local"
Quarterly). The other works on exhibit below, written over a number of
years though most quite recently, have not been seen elsewhere.
These poems are in the American grain. All are substantial,
ivhether elegiac or vibrant; recently they have grown longer, denser.
There is a strong emphasis on natural cycles and family life. Fathers
beget sons who become fathers. Nature somehow persists and serves as
testament and measure of our oivn strength and endurance. Joe's works
are frequently tinged with nostalgia for childhood faces and plax^es, and
"
there is some comfort in these memories, even if "we all inherit death
There is, as well, a lush, sensuous pleasure in living. Relationships reward and satisfy, and even the hard jobs dangerously beckon us
to fly. We receive hard knocks, but they are counterbalanced by those
epiphanies that make life and love seem to be fun andfiinny.
Technically, Joe's lyrics and narrative poems attract us with their
impressive patterns of sound. "Our Walks, "fittingly dedicated to his
mentor, is a small symphony of consonantal effects. The villanelle
"When Mary Smiles" meets the rigorous challenge of form with
charming, memorable results.
Over and over I have been struck by the use of cruciform images,
especially the recurring dogwood. I think the reference to the Cross is
provocative: life's strictures involve in some way our salvation.
Daughters and sons learn soon enough they are made of bone, but when
their fathers are poets and modest men like Joe who guide us in spirit
and truth, we all discover harmonies that are rare and beautiful.

We

talent has

—

—

—

Richard Lautz

Pedigree
(For Joseph Meredith)

CLAUDE KOCH
not Merlin alone, Master of many voices,
Polychromatic and stiff in an antique quire
Lyring a King's Grace from recalcitrant stone,
Or the lovely bones Guenivere rejoicing
Who could speak the language of newt or muryan
And out of a sapphire bog dream Nimue,

And

—

—

of those lads tangled with rain and lightning
(Too solemn a name to drop in a casual way)
Who once was young too and, uncertain.
Driven by Daemon or by Lord of Light,
Come burbling out of Lough Gill or of Swansea

But one

To affirm that the moment
Is right.

of

common

life

Joseph

A

E.

Meredith:

Portfolio
The Beach

We

amble crumbling shale
negative communion
to the mirroring water's edge
and, like the screeching gulls that sail
in wheels above our heads,
stand inverted in the other's sight,
silent as the sandfleas
a hermit's isolation
with not a shell's respite!
in

—

The water waves us up-side-down
(we

fall,

The

last of

unconscious of the loss).
our humility disowned,
we die as slow as Simon
inverted on the cross.

{Four Quarters, 1972)

The Beach
We

walk the curve of crumbling shale
each holding just the other's hand,
limp as the scraps of bread lovers have left,
more afraid we might succeed alone than fail.
An anchor stalls us, like a cross inverted in the sand,
until, wind or lee of it, we each set each adrift.
"There is a spot near Tuckahoe
where swamp fire always bums."
No fool, you leave the beach to me,
the indecisive pipers, and the terns.
(revised version, 1974)

My

Father's Chair

Carved of oak and strong
as sixty winters' knittings

and tlie skill
would allow,

of nameless hands
my father's chair,

straight-backed as the man,
perches in my living room
feathered now with dust.

How much
is

worked

of

what I am
wood

into the

—

the talon and the sphere?
It is the tools define
the hawk and passive prey.
A sedentary presence soars
the boundaries of my life.
(revised version, 1974;
original version. Four Quarters,
1972).

The Handsome Young Poet
And The Orange Eater
Propped against the podium in the front of the room,
the handsome young poet laments winter,
longs for spring. He is weary, he says,
angst seeping into his shoes with the slush;
every bare branch a bone, each house a tomb.
And all the while this kid behind me
is tearing small clouds of sunlight
from the rind of an Indian River navel
and slurping, with peasant

avidity,

juice that smells like a celebration:

sharp and quick and wet.
(1977-78)

For
My

Andrew At Three Months

lumpiest dear,

and cheek and

globes of nose
and ear (but with eyes

all florid

chin, lip

that prick like a safety pin), a father tries
way the child goes

without success, to see which
before

it's

bom. In a dark mood bred

much Cutty Sark
he thinks, wasting an afternoon in the park,
"You'd bring a child to a world nearly dead?"
of too little sleep or too

meant no harm. Still, though you'd never fastened
eyes on me, nor, smiling, ever bent
your fist around my finger, I would have sent
you, all hope, whirling on a fool's errand.
I

An

hour most poorly spent within sight
dogwoods drenched in sun, each petal tipped
in pink, each cruciform bloom equipped
with the promise of flowers awash in light.
of

We
I

all

give

inherit death,

dogwoods

in

Andrew, but not

the sun to you,

(Four Quarters, 1976)

alone.

who

cling like

life

to bone.

When Mary
When Mary

Smiles

smiles the world dissolves in tears;

Some light behind her eyes goes pale and
What run in rivulets away are years.

thin.

Her hand around an earthen cup declares

A grace the

ancient painters revelled

in.

But when she smiles the world dissolves

From

in tears.

the green of her eyes a brown mote stares:
in a stream no winter's ever seen.
in rivulets away are only years.

An island
What run

She speaks assuredly, as one who swears

The summer has not dripped away, will yet begin.
But then she smiles; the world dissolves in tears.

What

sorrow's in her voice, a lone heart hears.
long. The dry leaves spin.
run in rivulets away the years.

The nights grow

And

The weight adheres:
can take so much before his legs cave in.
When Mary smiles all worlds dissolve in tears.
And, oh, what run in rivulets away are years.

Her

eyes, her hands.

A man

(1978)

The Conductor on the Media Local
His knees went on him.
His ticket punch lost its
It

was made

of steel;

bite.

bone

is

softer.

Toward the end

it got
harder to balance flatfooted

punch

in the aisle,

tickets, collect fares,

harder to keep the knees slightly bent
against the swaying jolt
over bad track laid on bad bed;
deadheading out in the morning
got longer, but never long enough
to brush all the flakes from the shoulders
of the blue serge coat;
in Media the turnaround for the first
run into Suburban got colder;
the steps down at Wallingford got further;
steps

up

at

Morton higher;

So he retired: the long deadhead home.

And

he knows the rails, which always
seemed as though they might converge

out there but never did,

will.

{Texas Quarterly, 1978)

The Operator
for Anna

McKenna Meredith

at seventy-five

—

All those years ago, riding the streetcar
New shoes, new gloves, Mary's hand-me-down hat,
you sat
Nervous the job might be too hard
Alone, wondering, in your best dress, how far
Luck and a smile might take you. Who could know?
Once under the headset, though, you learned well:

—

Vital information dispensed

by the

bell.

Eventually you relaxed enough to let your smile show.
Smiling's what did him in, first caught his eye,
Until the blue eyes below the blue-black hair
Smiled back. Uncertain, strung upon the air,
All the future hung between you, like lines upon the sky.
Lightning- swift, the ravelled years now lay undone.
Little guessed the blue-eyed man he'd be the lucky one.

The Seduction of Gravity
The patching was done.

I

had bought two

years,

at most, for the old roof, finding places

where the surface was black and bubbled
as leprotic skin, that, when I pressed them,
oozed the foul-smelling liquid too long
hidden from the sun. One rafter under the fascia
had turned spongy and fragile as mushrooms
in a dark, dark forest. I had only bought some time.
The pack of shingles, weighty as a child,
on my shoulder, I carried back to the low
attic window I'd bellied through to get out;
and the can of cement, heavy as a vow,
pulled at my shoulder socket;
then the hammer and saw, trowel and shears,
gathered and arranged in the box
with the scraps of lumber, I carted back to the window.
Everything was heavy, pulling me down.
And you were nowhere to be seen.
I felt

weary and sore and grave.

walked to the front edge and looked.
The skyline of the city five miles to the south
was so sharp in the clear air, I felt it
like a blade drawn lightly across my skin,
daring me. And the huge black rectangles
of Frankford's factories was a geometry
I

that sang under my spleen, calling.
Closer still, the green parabola of the sycamore's
dome was feminine, enticing as the great muscles
swelling the seat of your green corduroys.
I was growing hollow-boned, hghter.
Then, for an instant, I knew I could have you.
It is so easy, my heart said.
It is all yours, said my thighs.
My skin shivered. Take it, have it.
I found my arms spreading like wings.

Step out, soar, fly, be free.
I was trembhng and convinced.
Then a voice between my ears called me an
You will die, fool, it said. The earth
is possessive; her gravity, rrionogamous.
10

idiot.

I turned and bolted, panting, back to the window,
pitching flat on my belly, scraping my cheek
in the filthy small stones, wanting you.
For a long few seconds I lay there, breathing,
feeling the marrow congeal in my bones,
knowing I would never fly
not to earth, not to you.

—

The Tumbler
for

Emily

at four

What Olympiad do you

point for, tumbling girl,
wearing your body like a skin-tight leotard,
as you cartwheel through the living room?
Since you turned three, I swear,
I've seen more of your bottom than your top,
head thrown down upon the sofa cushion,
feet waving precarious inches
from the woodcut of Undine on the wall.

How

does your liquid soul

stay in there, upside down like that?
I touch the sofa often

and peer into your ears,
you must someday spring a

certain

leak.

And what

direction will you go
with your legs out east and west
and your torso north and south?

Your
it

perfect split is so
gives a father pause,

much like a
who bears

cross

your handsprings in wonder all the more
for having seen you tumble into the world.
For now, the world is your gymnasium.
Through it you flip with undulating arms,
your ligments elastic, your spine a willow-whip
taking this aging soul, all its elastic sagging,
along for the ride.

Somewhere Undine
and the gods nod their approval

—

nine-eight, nine-nine, a perfect ten
as they celebrate your liquid soul
and, oh, its snappy leotard.

n

—

smiles,

The Voices
for

I.

JMM

What boy can know

that he
not be always five?
In that time of slow time
the house itself whispers
the adamant truth: "You will never be alone, never."
And so, tucked in, he clings
to the boy-sized Raggedy Ann
and nuzzles the red yarn hair.
His father, filling the door frame,
cuts a giant man-shape
from the doughy light in the hall,
and pulls closed the door. Then the house,
murmuring with the voices of his sisters
in the kitchen, shrugs its shoulders
just enough to swing the door ajar
and let in the honey-colored air
mother hums in the parlor.
"You will never be alone," the house says,
"Now wrap yourself in melody till morning."
will

II.

No boy

can bear to think
that he will always be sixteen.
Now with the door closed tight
and stopped with a man-sized shoe,
he listens for the house
to assure him: "You will not

always be alone, you

Time touches

will not."

his face

with the softness of angora,
and it smells so good he thinks

he

will cry.

He

clings

12

to his truth, and the writhing,
fragrant darkness fills
with the shapes of women.
They have breasts
the exact size of his hand
and buttocks intolerably smooth and firm.
Through teeth so white they light
the space behind his eyelids, they whisper,

be yours, I will."
Tossing heads with manes of sunlight,
they fairly whinny at his touch,
and he rides them down the brilliant dark
"I will

into
III.

meadows

A man

knows

of himself.

forty

is

an instant,

forty-one an eyeblink
forty-two a heartbeat.
In another bedroom, another door
is left ajar in case
some other boy of five
should cry out in the dark,
and a man listens for the house
to reassure him. But in the breath
that whistles in his nose,
other voices start to sing
from someplace out of time:
"You will be ours, you will."
And there is nothing
in the black to cling to
but you, my Raggedy Ann,

my whinnying colt,
my wife.

13

Splitting

Day

forJH
The truck dropped twenty tons of logs
in your driveway, and it took two months
to saw them into the eighteen inch
segments now stacked neatly on the grass,
a 'Build a Forest' kit just waiting

like

for

someone

A to
And

"Match bark

to say,

striations

B; avoid crimping cambium."
today was spHtting day for us city boys.

The sun poured in low over Donaghy's field,
lighting her up bright yellow like an instrument
a piston, a wedge, and a one-lunged
of battle

—

—

the Lickety Splitter.
engine to drive her
The rental agent had a chaw of Redman
the size of a sparrow in his cheek
and a Tutti per Muti tee shirt-

around his head and hanging
his neck like a Legionnaire.
He said it true: "She'll take all you got, boys.
Un-fatigue-able. Work you to death
and chuckle when you take a blow (sspyyt).
Eighteen ton o' force she'll generate.
Split heartwood like cuttin' butter.
Why, if Saladin'd had a couple o'these
little ladies (sspyutt), we'd all be talking A-rab.
Ain't a castlegate nor sally port in Christendom
he couldn't o'cracked like he's crackin' walnuts.
That'll be seventy-nine-fifty."

tied

down

The son

of a bitch

By the time

was right.
was high

the sun

14

and we'd done two cord, she was killing us.
Our lumbar muscles were singing
baritone-low and mournful, and we
were standing straight every five minutes
if we couldn't hush them.
With the stink of tannins, sour
and sickly, thick in our throats,

to see

shut her down for lunch.
Bird guns were cracking off toward
the willow grove, and we knew, somewhere,
the doves were dying. By four o'clock
we were ready to change places with them.
Tremulous thoracic tenors had long since
swelled the choir of mourners.
Now we had a full-scale requiem going
and standing straight only struck new
chords of grief, the sinews in our arms
bleating like sackbuts and shawms.
She was taking all we had.

we

sunset she'd done five cord,
oak crotch and ironwood
like cutting a deck of cards. And no amount

By

splitting

of pleading, no entreaties of back
or shaking thigh, would halt
the inexorable cleaving of the wood.

Christendom was

falling all

around

us.

In the floodlit blue haze of her exhaust,
she crackled and cooled, chuckling at us,
our hands so stiff we could barely close
them around the steering wheel to drive home.
A man knows one, maybe two women
in

who can do what she did:
heartwood and 'take all you got.'

a lifetime

split the

15

Pumpkin Time
for

Emily and Andrew

The driving home is filled with sky and farms.
The blue, electric dome elates the eye,
are suede
old corn, old hay
and stubbled fields
at fifty-five and trimmed in leather oak.
But interspersed, like wounds upon the hills,
some sumac, maple, bleeding upward, tempt

—

—

the heart to see a kind of death in this
reclining earth, a time when spirits walk.
Resist.

The bounty stashed behind the seat

bought crookneck,
and scallop squash;
and pumpkins big as orange boulders wait

belies the thought, for we've

acorn, butternut,

transforming knives.

So burn the deadfall, burn
the leaves. Old mother snoozes down to sleep,
not die, with cinnamon and nutmeg breath.
And if some moon-gone night the drooling fiend
looks in, corruption oozing out his eyes

and

evil

sweating rotten from his pores,

we'll light the grinning jack o' lantern then

and scare him cold and empty-handed home.

16

Our Walks
for Claude Koch

— Spring,

1983

Clods of new-turned earth muddy our way again,
Lilac petals overlay the blacktopped drive,
All the bees, instinct humming through the hive
Under the hemlock's longest limb, send
Down a thread to let these worn hearts mend.
Even the light's the same as when (alive,
for the first time), our archive.
Stuttering, began.
walked here then.

I felt,

We

For all its sameness, things change. Time
Rends the 'tattered coats' we're wearing thin.
In stitching words, we keep despair penned in.
Eager till our bones enrich the gardener's lime.
Now, at least, Easter for the word; now, empty tombs.
Down by College Hall the single dogwood blooms.

17
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Roles
ED KRATZ

AS SOON AS THE PHONE RINGS
that

it's

after two, so I'm sure

it's

I

look at

my

clock

and see

Lisa. She's the only person

I

know who has the nerve to call

so late. It's not that she's impohte: she
honestly has no conception of time, especially on weekends. She
thinks nothing of leaving the Women's Air Force Barracks on her side
of the base to take a stroll alone at three in the morning, because, she
says, "It's quiet, and I can think."
When I tell her that it's dangerous, which I do constantly, she
narrows her eyes to small slits, runs her hand beneath her dress, and
says, "Don't worry about me. I keep a knife strapped to my
thigh."
Being Lisa, she might. She just might.

ABOUT TO PICK UP
I'M
his room at my end of the

the phone
hall

when

and heading

I

see Derek leaving

in

my

direction. It's

unusual to see him in the barracks this late at night. Though he's
assigned a room like the rest of us, he's never actually spent the night
in his. There are various rumors circulating as to why Derek never
stays in the barracks: his father is a famous producer who lives in
Beverly Hills; he has a mistress who is an actress who lives in
Hollywood; his father is a general stationed at another California air
base nearby.
I have no idea which of the stories is true. What I do know abut
Derek is that he is connected with cinema. He's a motion picture
camerman, part time for one of the major studios, and full time in the
Air Force.
"You going to bring your girlfriend to the shooting this

weekend?"
Derek looks like he's been running. All he's wearing are shorts
and sneakers, and he's carrying a small gym bag. Derek exercises a
lot, and it shows. He's in fantastic shape, all long lean muscle.
Holding my hand over the mouthpiece of the phone, I answer,
"No."
"I hear she wants to be in pictures," Derek says before he leaves,
and he laughs. His laughter disturbs me.
19

Besides other fantasies she has, Lisa often imagines that she will
actress. She has been bugging me for some
time to bring her along when Derek, my roommate John, and I go out
to shoot practice footage. Derek takes John and me with him to work as
carrying equipment, setting up lights, doing any physical
grips

someday become a famous

—

labor that's required. John and I are motion picture lab technicians;
it's a boring, tedious job. Like a lot of people, we're impressed by
as a cameraman
Derek, perhaps even slightly awed by his link
with real Hollywood, so we're more than happy to come along when he
asks us.
Lisa is impressed by Derek, too. But I know Derek doesn't like
her, and I'm afraid of what might happen to Lisa if she were to become
involved with him. Derek seems to think he's better than most people,
especially lab techs like John and me, and even more so, women who

—

—

become WAFS, like Lisa.
I don't want Lisa to even know when we're planning to go shoot.
She's so determined she'd probably show up and go with us no matter
what I said.
"Hello, Lisa."
"Hi. Want to meet

me at the air terminal snack bar on my side of
catch the shuttle bus over."
"It's after two in the morning."
"Then I'll see you about three."
She hangs up. I'd like her to be a bit less sure of herself, but, no
matter what time she's called, I've never refused to see her, so I guess
she has little reason to doubt that I'll come now.
When I get back to my room, John says "We're going out,
right?"
"What do you think?"

the base?

He

You can

smiles.

He's put on a pair of dungarees with peace symbols all over them,
and an Air Force fatigue shirt with all the insignia torn off.
"You have to wear that?"
He laughs. "It's legal. They can't do anything. As long as you
don't have any Air Force crap on your shirt, you're not out of
uniform."
"
"I know that, but ....
"Don't be so uptight. Get dressed, and let's go see Lisa. It's
Saturday night on Norton Air Force Base, and we've got a hot
date."
I throw some clothes on and we catch the two-thirty shuttle bus.
a short ride from my side of the base to Lisa's, so John and I get off
in front of the Air Terminal at about ten minutes to three.
The instant we walk through the door, John says, "Oh, oh. Troops
are in."

It's

20

one of the primary shipping out points for men on
Nam. Tonight the place is swarming with Marines.
Some of them are staring at the peace symbols on John's jeans.
"You had to wear them."
"Calm down, pop. When we find Lisa, those Marines won't care if
I'm carrying a Viet Cong flag. I'll be invisible."
I see Lisa walking towards us through the clusters of Marines,
and I know John's right. Lisa occasionally dresses provocatively
but she has outdone herself tonight.
just for a laugh, she says
She's got on a tiny, almost sheer halter top that barely covers her
breasts. She's not wearing a bra. Her tight, brief white shorts are cut
so high that she's showing more flesh than most women reveal on a
beach. To complete her outfit she's wearing shoes with exaggerated
heels that emphasize the muscles of her shapely legs. Her long blond
hair
how she gets away with keeping it that long as a WAF I'll
falls from side to side behind her as she walks.
never know
John laughs. "Lisa looks like she's soliciting."
As she comes towards us, a few of the Marines make comments to
her. Some make obscene gestures behind her back. All of them stare
at her as she passes.
When she reaches us. Lisa stops and smiles. "What do you think
of this?" She says, and does a slow spin.
"And it's all yours," she adds, throws her arms around me, and
does an exaggerated bump and grind of a welcome.
"What about me?" John asks.
Lisa turns and does the same thing with him.
Though Lisa and I are only friends, and the whole routine is supposed to be only a joke, I feel jealous, and I'm glad that Lisa doesn't
spend half as much time close to John as she did to me.
"Let's go eat," Lisa says, taking our hands.

Our base

their

way

is

to Viet

—

—

—

It

—

doesn't take us long: the terminal cafeteria serves pack-

aged food that's heated in microwaves, and we all know what we
want: Lisa and I enchiladas with extra peppers and hot sauce,
John a cheeseburger.
Lisa suggests we take a walk.
quickly through a door which leads
from the cafeteria to the outside, Lisa insists we leave by the main terand the
minal entrance. So we have to pass through the lounge
Marines
again. I know she wants to show off. She's enjoying the
attention, and though I try to dissuade her, I have to admit I like her
getting it. She manages to stay closer to me than she does to John, and
the look of envy the Marines give me when she occasionally bumps into
my side makes me feel a kind of raw animal pride.

As soon as we're finished,
Though we could slip out

—

—

"Eat your hearts out, troops," John says, and he smiles.
The road we walk on is a deserted perimeter path a few hundred
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away from the flight line. No one else goes there, so it's peaceful
and deserted. It bothers me that Lisa also loves to walk it alone.
"Sometimes I just have to come out here. Those other WAFS in

feet

dumb contented cows. All they want is to find
husbands. Marriage and children are the only things on their fluffy
minds. I'm glad I'm not like them. Stupid cows!"
"And just what do you want, Lisa?" John says.
"I don't know. But I joined the Air Force to get away from that
small town mentality. I'm not like them. I want a whole lot more from
life. I'm different."
"You sure are. I've never met anyone like you before."
"Thanks, John. And so are you two. You're different from other
men. You're kind, but you're not assholes."
"Why do you dress like that?" I ask.
"What's the matter, don't you like it?" Lisa leans against me,
mugging sensuality. "I can use my body. I'm a seductress."
"I hope you know what the hell you're doing."
"I know exactly what I'm doing," Lisa says, and the grim determination in her eyes frightens me. I don't believe she has any idea at
the barracks are such

all

of

what

she's doing.

"I'm tired," I say. "It's time to go home"
"Oh," Lisa says, pretending to pout. "Don't you want to see the
sunrise? It's only another hour."
So the three of us walk until the sun rises. We say goodbye, and
John and I catch the shuttle bus back to our side of the base.
When we are in our beds, John asks me, "What do you think
Derek was doing on the base so late tonight? You think he might be
seeing Lisa?"
"Get some sleep. Derek's picking us up at five." I tell him, and
then roll over facing the wall. I don't want to think.

IT'S ABOUT FIVE-THIRTY when we

leave for the shooting.

We're in Derek's station wagon, Lisa and I together in the back,
John and Derek in the front.
As we drive off, I catch Derek glancing into the rear view mirror,
trying to see Lisa and me. I don't know what he's up to, but I know it's
something. He's the only one who could have told Lisa of our
plans.

—

We were loading Derek's camera gear outside the barracks
he'd had John and me take everything out to make sure it was working
when she suddenly showed up. She stood next to Derek and smiled.
John and I looked at each other, and at Derek, After that we both
usually mildly teasing, comic
noticed that Derek's instructions to us
banter
became less lighthearted, less in jest, and more like a sign of

—

—

—

some subtle

class distinction

between him and John and me.
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We drive until Derek finds the

area he'd been planning to shoot
he does, he pulls over to the side of the road. A few feet in
front of where he parks, the shoulder vanishes, and there's a sheer
drop into the valley below. Behind the car there's a barren rocky semicircle that extends about twenty feet at its widest. All along the
perimeter it drops off just as the shoulder does. Derek thinks that the
area will provide interesting lighting at dusk.
After we get out and stretch our legs, John and I start setting up
Derek's equipment. He and Lisa walk together, talk to each other in
softly muffled whispers, stand to one side and watch us work.
I think, they make a pretty picture, and they truly do, Derek
standing beside Lisa, her height almost matching his, the wind blowing her dress, baring her fine legs.
I wonder for a moment just how badly Lisa wants to become an
actress, and I'm afraid.
But I don't have time to worry about her. As soon as we're
finished unloading, we begin shooting, and Derek occupies my mind.
His directions to John and me are brief, sharp, efficient, and if we do
not want to make a mistake, we must pay close attention.
"There. Put a reflector over there. Raise that damn light!"
The impression of power which Derek gives now is not lost on
part of this.
must be
Lisa. She want to be
She begins to creep forward, ever so slightly, into the scene,
moving almost imperceptibly closer as Derek shoots.
No one notices but me.
Finally, Lisa is in front of the camera.
"Watch out!" Derek screams. He looks at John and me and
shakes his head.
Lisa draws back, but only for a moment. It is as though she
hadn't even heard, or heard but didn't understand what the words
meant. As though every language were foreign to her now but the one
which is driving her toward the camera.
"You stupid bitch!" Derek screams.
Lisa looks at him.
"What the hell do you think this is? A screen test?"
a helpLisa stands there. Stands there still, frozen in that pose
less creature. She does not move.
And neither do I, though I desperately want to.
"You stupid slut," Derek says, and he slaps her.
John and I have done nothing. This is not our scene. We watch as
Derek takes Lisa's hand and drags her back to the station wagon.
More frightening to John and me than our own inaction is the look of
passive compliance on Lisa's face. Her expression shows us that she
that this is a role that she
would not want any interference anyway
has chosen to play.
in.

When

—

—

—

—
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In a short time Derek returns.

He points to the fly of his pants. He

smiles. "Stupid slut almost ruined the shooting."
to work," Derek says, but I ignore him.
start to walk to the station wagon. John follows.
Derek's looking through his camera. As we pass him he says,
"You guys," sounding like a peeved parent, as though all he had done
with Lisa had been to teach us a lesson.
Lisa's standing in front of the station wagon. She's staring at the

"Back
I

But I know her. I know that at the same
time she is also imagining living in some golden tower where she could
rise to a view such as this and have all she sees belong to her and live a
grand and elegant life. And I know that it is wrong, destructive even,
most of us are better off leading our ordinary
this fantasy she has
lives. But I can see no way she could be any different.
I walk behind her. Cup her breasts in my hands. Kiss her gently
on the back of her neck and say, "My lady." And she turns to me and
smiles, becuase just this once, at least, I happen to fit into her

valley below. She's crying.

—

fantasy.
I put my arm around her and we walk to the road. John's already
standing there with his thumb out, trying to get us a ride.
"Hey! How are you guys going to get home?" Derek screams
when he sees us leave.
"How are you going to get that gear loaded?" John shouts
for an answer.
Lisa laughs, and I know that something has changed, that for a
while she and I will be happy together. But I also know that before
long she will have to return to Derek, or find another man like Derek,
and I will have to let her go.

Bill,

Wyoming

WILLIAM MEYER
This small towm
on the map.

is

a small ring

in it is a man with
a red-rose shirt

But

and red-rose pants,
darling.
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Catbird Seat
Motivated and Remotivated

Notlongafterl started writing these little reflections disclosed
to a waiting world that was a" more single-minded type than my predecessor" and that would probably (with the expectation of great
forbearance from my readers, who, like me, admired John Keenan's
I

I

I

gift for

observing the world at large)

make these

editorials

more

exclusively literary in focus.

One

been

silent for a time is that, five years
will work anymore.
restrictiveness
later, I've
I've not lost the conviction that form and content are inseparable:
judge substill consider this relationship very strongly when
missions,and haven't said all have to say about it by a long shot. For

of the reasons I've

begun to wonder if such

I

I

I

I

a writer to have his heart in the right place is not enough.
But both philosophically and pragmatically have had to face
with great difficulty the fact that content and form don't for an increasingly great number of writers exist in the same relation that they
used to. I'm just beginning to get used to receiving by and large very
different kinds of stories from those got when started this job. (And
I

I

I

here mustthank my friend Vernon Nahrgangformakingcleartome
that the texture of the magazine has changed dramatically. Perhaps
can only choose from
this change is owing partly to my taste: but
among what get, and what get is different). I'm seeing writers findI

I

I

I
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ing

and

new ways

some

of imagining the world, of giving form to experience,

makingthe readershare inthatnewvision. And

of

this has

taken

getting used to.

Of course we do

still
get eminently publishable work in
form (Claude Koch, David Schuman, Jeanne Schinto, et
al.), and I've always had a liking for the sort of loose and logically
rather disconnected, but emotionally unified, story written by such
as Robert Wexelblatt, and Leslie Garrett (published first in 1 978-79).
(Two other, more recent examples
James Knudsen's "Home
want to use in
Improvements" and Ken Gaertner's "Jap Lover"
have to say here). But
future editorials to develop further what
stories of this second type are more and more becoming the norm,
and some writers are pushing the limits of the form beyond what I've
seen before.
attribute this shift to the increasing tendency of our culture to
break down the traditional distinctions between public and private,
to our all becoming in the new sense "politicized." How influential
Kate Millett's application of the term politics to a broad social/
cultural issue has turned out to be (or should it be "how representative"?): public and private struggles have become blurred and
intermixed in a way that suggests to me that we may be involved in
the death-pangs of an old sensibility, or the birth-pangs of a new.
Even Koch's latest story contains an overtly political (albeit in the
narrower sense) element that I've never seen in his work before.

traditional

—

—

I

I

I

I've had no trouble accepting thematic developments or
experiments in Koch's or Wexelblatt's work. Their stories
have a humanistic underpinning that think (wish?) endures. Cos
Estime's religious crisis and Kelman's writer's block are events that
take place in the heart, but they are also related to what goes on in
the Great World.
But with a piece like Elizabeth McBride's"Making It All Add Up"
(Spring 83) we are in a different world. (Deciding whether or not to
take this story mark as the beginningof this crisis of mine, and here
must apologize to a host of writers I've kept waiting an unconscionably long time for a decision). The tone here is light, almost
humorous. That and certain situations in the piece made me on first
reading think of the story as a piece of superficial suburban sophis-

Yet

artistic

I

I

I

some instinct told me to hold on, to give the story a
chance. (And indeed I've found in general that this kind of story is
increasingly being used for extremely serious purposes). What
ultimately saw was a portrait of a woman who has found that crises of
the heart, however real to the one who's feeling them, seem to have
no place in the Great World of today. She's a good modern woman,
who can discuss sex openly and relate it (Kate Millett-like) to society

tication. But

I
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and

culture. But she finds herself bored, frustrated, and straitened
by the notion that "contemporary women are supposed to be
sophisticated." And worse, her highly rational (mathematical) mind
tells herthatthesubsumingof the individual life by collective norms
has left her emotionally dammed up.
Despite her better judgment (in a world like this what does
judgement count for?), she finds salvation (ironic, that) in ritual, that
peculiarly faddy sort of self-imposed motivational structure that we
encounter so often these days. Her recognition of the inauthenticity
of this empty self-hype causes her to joke about it, and one realizes
thatthere is nothing pseudo-sophisticated about heratall. And what
but a very open, loose, fragmented form could accommodate
McBride's reimagining of reality and make the reader understand
it?

McBride in her innovative way makes us face a real and present
and the false solution we have found to stem it. Historically,
Americans, with their emphasis on starting with a new identity in a
new land, have been particularly prone to believing they are what
they tell themselves (and each other) they are. (And have not taken
crisis

kindly to correction). Joan Didion speaks of the Jaycee-ish "Coueistic

emphasis" on self-transformation and

"its

concommitant, [that]
embodi-

spiritual grace will follow naturally." This belief finds natural

ment in cooked-up ritual. Ironically, the great burst of minority, antiestablishment consciousness
particularly among women, blacks
and gays
placed a similar emphasis on self-convincing and ritual

—

—

(parades, consciousness-raising, etc.).
Of course some self-motivation is necessary in order to achieve
any goal, but the more sensible members of all these groups have
gone on to turn their potentiality into situation. Unfortunately they
have left behind them (or reinforced) an immense, unquestioned
popular belief in self-affirmation as an end in itself, or at best as a
defense against the denial of private authenticity.
How many of us have come automatically to hear "Hi, I'm ,and
I'm going to be your waiter this evening" as proof positive that the
service is going to be terrible! That is, the belief is going to displace
substance. Do you getqueasy watching"Family Feud," what with all

—

jumping up and down and constant group reassurance ("good
it's a group game that requires common sense and
enthusiasm, butoneoccasionally wonders why these people have to
spend so much energy asssuring themselves that they are smart or
have the will to win (or are happy families?). People do appear

that

answer!")? Sure,

unsure of their motives, theirtraditions, or indeed themselves in our
Brave New (Great) World.
The self-hype movements exists notonly on this relatively harmless level but also on levels more offensive to decency, more spe27

and more dangerous to social order. The self-assertiveness fad
winning-through-destroying-your-enemy) runs the gamut from
patheticand futile (shoringup ratherthan eliminatinginsecurity and
reinforcing fake-macho attitudes) to the potentially anti-social. The
fabulous success of certain religious groups and of companies like
Amway whose rituals serve to embody the idea that it's o.k. to use
God and one's friends to achieve money and identity (synonymous
for many, of course) inspires nothing but horror.
We see these things going on around us every day. But writers
like McBride, through their understanding and hard-won imagining
of new forms, do moreforusthan we can for ourselves: they make us
live these things. Her protagonist is no Jaycee or mindless Mary Kay
cell-leader: she is a sensitive, intelligent person who may hate a
world where "going around in circles" is the norm, butwhose wish to
"learn how to travel in a straight line" forces herto extremes. She also
humanizes what we might be tempted to regard in too rational and
critical away. It is hard in writingorjudgingaworkof fiction toaccept
as given a premise one suspects. am grateful to Elizabeth McBride
and her ilk notonly for accepting the challenge and coming up with a
work that makes me live a new and complex situation, but also for
challenging me to contemplate a new and culturally important fact
cious,
(est,

I

of

life.

JCK
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